
THE ALPHABAY JEWISH
COMMUNITY CENTER
BOMB THREAT OF THE
WEEK SERVICE
Back in April, the Department of Justice
announced it had identified the perpetrator of
at least some of the series of threats against
targets that had terrified the Jewish community
between January and March: Michael Ron David
Kadar, an Israeli-American 18-year old, had
allegedly placed at least 15 calls to different
Jewish Community Centers and other targets this
year. While it received less attention, DOJ also
charged Kadar with swatting calls targeting
secular schools in Georgia going back to August
2015.

The fact that Kadar, an Israeli Jew, was behind
sowing terror throughout the Jewish community
defied assumptions that the threats were
motivated out of anti-Semitism. After all, why
would a Jew seek to terrorize other Jews?

Except — as documents tweeted out by GWU’s
Seamus Hughes yesterday make clear — the reality
may be quite different.

Back in April, the FBI obtained a search warrant
to search certain accounts on AlphaBay, the dark
web marketplace taken down in July. It reveals
that Israeli police seized a thumb drive in
their search of Kadar’s room showing “THE
ARCHIVE OF TARGETS.” Documents from the archive
corresponded to the hoaxes launched against
Jewish targets.

It then explains that an AlphaBay vendor working
under the name Darknet_Legend — apparently run
by Kadar — offered a “unique emailing service
for all of you, I email bomb threats to schools
on your request.” Emailed bomb threats cost $30
each, plus an extra $15 if you wanted to frame
someone in particular for the hoax.
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In June, a prosecutor asked the magistrate to
unseal the earlier search warrant to facilitate
the arrest of the person believed to have paid
for at least one of the JCC bomb threats.

That ongoing investigation has
identified a suspect believed to have
ordered and paid for at least [sic] of
the bomb threats made by Kadar. The FBI
and local authorities in California
intend to pursue criminal charges
against the suspect. If they are
successful in doing so, the local
authorities may need this warrant and/or
it may be producible in discovery.

On July 17, the magistrate unsealed that
warrant.

While it’s not yet clear who the CA target was
or what has happened to him or her since June,
it appears that Kadar only carried out the
threats, at $30 a pop, for someone else.
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